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MPS5-2S   
 

DUAL CHANNEL PROCESS 

CONTROLLER  

 

 

The model MPS5-2S is a special version equipped with 

two configurable inputs. 

The inputs can be configured for temperature, 

humidity probes or for every kind of sensors with 4 ÷ 20 

mA output signals. 

The instrument is designed to operate two 

independent control loops; everyone with its optimal 

PID parameters, calculated with a separate 

Autotuning (for every one of the two channels). 

A typical application can be individuated in the air 

conditioning of environments, in which one probe is 

positioned in the room to be conditioned and the 

other into the channels in the air input section. 

This second probe works for advancing and avoiding 

sudden temperature oscillations in the room. 

Another typical application is used on some industrial 

drying machines where drying is carried out through a 

controlled and calibrated absorption of humidity. 

One special option can operate by controlling both 

the relative and absolute humidity values. 

Two different display modes are offered (through a 

suitable configuration parameter) 

 

1) alternating visualization of the n°2 inputs every five seconds, of the input 

variable and the set - point; the led on (CH1 or CH2) indicates which of 

the two channels is at the moment displayed. 

2) fixed visualization of the two process values of the two inputs and on 

request, by pushing the corresponding "CH" key, the needed set point will 

be visualized. 

 

The led "on" (CH1 or CH2) indicates which of two channels is engaged in the set 

point change. 

A new push on the same CH key permit to memorize the selected set value and 

to get out from the setting mode. 

To enter into the "regulation parameters Menu" of the selected channel, you 

need to push for not least of 5 seconds the corresponding key CH. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


